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Digital technology including social media challenge fundamental premises of luxury brands including exclusivity, status, authenticity, and sensory experiences. Digital luxury experiences differ from their offline counterparts and brought forward terms like “webmosphere” or “luxemosphere” indicating new approaches. Little is known about the underlying mechanisms manifested in these new phenomena.
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**ROUNDTABLE**

Theoretical Advances in Consumer Neuroscience: How Affective, Cognitive, and Social Neuroscience Informs Consumer Behavior (and Vice Versa)
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Ale Smidts, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Carolyn Yoon, University of Michigan, USA

During the roundtable participants will debate theoretical advances in consumer neuroscience especially how concepts from affective cognitive and social neuroscience can inform consumer research and vice versa. The roundtable aims to develop directions for theory development and testing in the field of the neurophysiology of consumption.
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Digital technology including social media challenge fundamental premises of luxury brands including exclusivity status authenticity and sensory experiences. Digital luxury experiences differ from their offline counterparts and brought forward terms like “webmosphere” or “luxemosphere” indicating new approaches. Little is known about the underlying mechanisms manifested in these new phenomena.
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Consumption experience is the heart of consumer behavior and value creation. This roundtable will explore several questions related to consumption experiences. What is a consumption experience and its most important dimensions? How do we study each dimension? How can we develop a more comprehensive view of consumption experience? This session integrates diverse perspectives and methodologies to guide research investigating how consumption experience drives value creation.